
ARCHAEOLOGY IN SOVIET ASIA, 1950-1951

Chester S. Chard

The following survey of archaeological field work in the
Asiatic territory of the Soviet Union during a two-year period is
designed to convey to those who do not read Russian some-idea of the
vast scope of current Soviet field research in archaeology, and of
the relatively advanced state of knowledge attained in recent years
regarding the prehistoric and historic past of a region that has
traditionally been a virtual blank spot. In addition, it is felt
that the specific data represented should be placed on record in
English for the information of students with relevant interests. It
has also been the writer's hope to encourage wider use of Russian
source materials, in the belief that a reluctance bred largely of
unfamiliarity is often as formidable a barrier as is the language
itself. To this end, all information herein is fully documented,
and references indicated to more detailed treatments of particular
subjects. Nearly all such citations are to serials generally avail-
able in major libraries. The few less accessible sources will be
found in the library of Congress. With the present growth of Russian-
language instruction in the United States, it should not be difficult
to secure assistance in translating captions for illustrations or
specific passages of text.

The term "Soviet Asia" as here used is intended to cover-1) that
part of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic lying east of
the Ural watershed (i.e., "Siberia," in the broad sense); 2) the
Central Asiatic republics of the Soviet Union (Kazakhstan, Tadthikistan,
Tarkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and the Kirgip- SSR). It does not include the
Trans-Caucasus region, which by convention is regarded a part of
Europe. An effort has been made to indicate the location of sites and
places mentioned with reference to the National Geographic Society map
of the U.S.S.R. (1944).*

Available published sources do not afford uniform coverage of
the subject in hands and the survey must inevitably reflect the lacunae
in the record. Foy~information on archaeological work in the area
subsequent to 1951, the reader should consult the biennial publications
on Northern Asia issued by the Council for Old World Archaeology, Inc.
(11 Divinity Avenue, Cambridge 38, Mass.).

In the interests of greater precision, a few common Russian terms
have been used in the text:
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Gorodishche a fortified metal-age town site
Kurgan burial mound
Oblast t'province"; the major administrative division

of the Soviet republics
Raion administrative subdivision of an oblast

The following abbreviations are employed in bibliographic citations:

KSIIMK Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Institut Istorii Material noi
Kulltury. Kratkie Soobshcheniia o Dokladakh i
Polevykh Issledovaniiakh. Moscow.

MIA Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Institut Istorii Materiallnoi
Kulltury. Materialy i Issledovaniia PO Arkheologii
SSSR. Moscow-Leningrad.

SA Akademiia Nauk SSSRo Institut Istorii Material noi
Kul tury. Sovetskaia Arkheologiia. Moscow.s

SE Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Sovetskaia Etnografiia. Moscow.

VDI Akademiia Nauk SSSR. Institut Istorii. Vestnik
Drevnei Istorii. Moscow.

Note: in the case of Sovetskaia Etnografija and Vestnik Drevnei
Istorii, references are to year and number instead of to volume.

EASTERN SIBERIA

The Buriat-Mongol Archaeological Expedition, which began-iork in
the Trans-Baikal area in 1947, concluded its program in 1950. This
project was directed by A. P. Okladnikov and sponsored by the Institute
of the History of Material Culture (IIMK) of the Academy of Stiences
of the U.S.S.R. (Akademiia Nauk SSSR) in conjunction with the Scientific
Research Institute of Culture and Economics of the Buriat-Mongbl ASSI.
Excavations begun the previous year on Nizhne Ivolga gorodishche were
concluded. Located at the confluence of the Selenga and Nizhnaia
Ivolga Rivers, 14 km. southwest of Ulan-Ude, this is one of the out-
standing sites of Trans-Baikal. According to Okladnikov, it -is the
only known fortified site associated with the Buns. Subsequent analy-
sis of the finds indicates that it was a settlement of renegade Chinese
engaged in farming, stock raising, metallurgy and ceramics, and evi-
dently supplying the requirements of the nomadic Run groups in these
respects. The site was occupied from about 100 B.C. to 100 A.Do, and
seems to have been destroyed by enemy attack. Excavations were also
continued at Fofanovskaia Gora, opposite Kabanak on the lower Selenga,
where a number of rich Neolithic and early Bronze Age burials were
uncovered. The former represent the Serovo and Glazkovo stages of the
Baikal Neolithic sequence; the latter yielded the first Karasuk dagger
recorded in eastern Siberia, and in another case some unusual pottery
recalling Shang and Cheng-tzu-yai. Pacific Ocean shells are also
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reported. The finds here supplement the material from the stratified
Nizhne Berezovka site, 8 km. below Ulan-Ude, where excavations of the
preceding year continued. The lower level at Nizhne Berezovka yielded
archaic pottery of egg-shaped form, and bone and stone artifacts anal-
ogous to late Serovo and Ritoi stage sites of Cis-Baikal (Pribaikal).
The upper level contained bronze objects resembling Karasuk types,
pottery identical to that mentioned above from a Fofanovskaia burial,
fragments of a Chinese-type tripod pot, and bones of cattle and horses.
It is concluded that the early cultures of Cis-Baikal and Trans-Baikal
were closely related, with the latter subsequently graduating tosa
stock-raising culture and developing links with China. (Note: for a
brief summary of the Baikal Neolithic culture sequences see American
Antiquity 18:283-285).

A section of the expedition worked farther east in the Chita
area. Two Palaeolithic sites were located at the city of Chita.
Southeast of there, a Hunnish burial and slab graves were excavated
near Aginskoe. In the Onon River valley, two Iron Age burials were
investigated, dating from the period preceding the rise of Denghis
Khan. Pottery found showed striking similarities to Aur wares. Neo-
lithic sites and Bronze Age graves were also located, but no informa-
tion regarding them is available. This area was hitherto unknown
archaeologically.

(The 1950 work of the Buriat-Mongol expedition is briefly reported
in KSIIMK 45:40-47 and MIA 43:198. A good report on Nizhno Ivolga
gorodishche, with many illustrations and plans will be found in-S4 25:
26l-806) .

P. P. Khoroshikh continued his long investigation of the Irktsk
region in 1950-1951. Four single and four double burials were optned
in the Neolithic cemetery at the Locomotive Stadium in Irkutsk city.
All the burials date from the Kitoi stage. Another Kitoi double-burial
was excavated on the Kao River in the outskirts of the city. (The
latter is described, in KS- 5:83-88). On Lake Baikal, Neolithic and
Iron Age sites were investigated at Teterikha Gorge and Chaiach Crags.
Early Iron Age potsherds with pit and streaked decoration were found
in a cave in Skritr Gorge. "A late Neolithic capspite was tested-at
"House 2" on the lake oih'r¢. New petroglyph&.wer discovered on Mt.
Mankhai north of Irkut,: fi'p stly depicting hong scenes and figures
of horses. IKSIIIMS *:1l48-X49; 52: 145-146).

In 1951, I. V. Aremboyfkii and L. N. Ivrane examined portions of
the Irkutsk Palaeolithic.sigte in the Marata suburbgof that city. This
was the first Palseolithic-gite to be discovered (1871) in the terri-
tory of the U.S.S.R. A bogg of Rhinoceros tapbhor.isnus showing evidence
of buinolg as well as artificially split or worked bones of reindeer
and polar fox were recovered at different points --where the stratum is
exposed. The site was found to extend over several kilometers.
These new faunal finds date it to the oldest stage -of the Siberian
Palkeolithic. (KSIIMK 49:51-55).
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The major project in the area during 1951 was as usual directed
by A. P. Okladnikoy, heading an expedition sponsored by 111 in co-
operation with the Institute of Culture of the Buriat-Mongol ASSR and
the Irkutsk and Buriat-Mongol Regional Museums. Excavations were
carried out on a Palaeolithic settlement at Oshurkovo on the Selenga
River, 14 km. northwest of Ulan-Ude. This in the first Palaeolithic
site in Trans-Baikal with undisturbed faunal associations. At
Verkholensk, on the headwaters of the Lena River, a large Neolithic
cemetery was investigated. Two burial complexes are represented here.
One is transitional between the Isakovo and Serovo stages of the
Baikal culture sequence; the other belongs to the Glazkovo stage.
This is the first time that Isakovo remains have been found on the
Lena; the finds are also significant as further demonstrating the
postulated Isakovo-Serovo succession. The presence of axes of middle
Lena type in these burials indicates that Neolithic culture on the
middle course of the Lena is much older than had been supposed, and
that its links with the upper Lena extend far back in time. Excava-
tion of Neolithic settlements on the upper Angara River (above
Irkutsk) confirms the sequence of certain stages previously based on
burial complexes alone. The Rogatka site correlates with the Serovo-
stage burials, while the Patrona site contained an almost pure Kitol-
stage inventory. (Steatite fish lures at the latter site are unique
in Siberia, and are said to resemble those widely used by Algonquian
Indians.) At Bol'shaia Razvodnaia, 12 km. above Irkutak, a Glazkov
habitation site is underlain by a Serovo level. Of especial interest
is the stratified site on Sosnovyi Island, 8 km. from Lake Baikal,
whose four levels include Glazkovo (Eneolithic), Bronze and early
Iron Ages. This site yielded the first real picture of the culture
of the Bronze Age in the Baikal region; it also demonstrated links
between the early Iron Age culture and that of the Kurykan, who are
believed to represent Turkic ancestors of the Yakut. (KSIiM 51:16-
22; MIA 43:123-126; Vestnik, Leningrad Gosudarstvennyi Universitet,
10-9.a 117-120).

CENTRAL SIBERIA

The Altai Expedition under S. I. Rudenko excavated two kurgans-
in 1950 at Bash-adar in the-valley of the Karakol River, a right
bank tributary of the Urgul (south of Tuekta- in the former Oirot
oblast--now Gorno-Altai autonomous oblast). The site is a cemetery
containing 60 kurgans. The two tombs opened were horse burials gen-
erally similar to the- famous Pazyryk finds, but, -hot as well preserved.
They are dated to the 6th-4th centuries B.C. -(Preliminary report in
KSIIMK 45:30-39; for an English description of the preceding work on
the Pazyryk tombsste Bulletin of the Museum.a,Orastern Anti-
quities Stockholm, 23:135-?23.)

M. F. Rozen investigated caves along the Charysh River (a tribu-
tary of the Ob, between Biisk and Barnaul) in the Altai region.
Remains of extinct fauna, possibly attributable to human agency, had
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been reported in caves in this area, giving basis for hope that---
traces of Palaeolithic man might be discovered. Two caves were
found showing evidence of occupation from about the 7th to lot
centuries B.C., but no earlier remains. However, many other caves
in the Altai remain to be explored. (PrirodMi 43-2:ll2-114).

In the Khakass autonomous oblast, L. R. Kyzlasov excavated a
group of stone kurgans (chaatas) on the Malyi Syr River (Askis
region) containing Tashtyk and early Khakas remains. The project
was organized by the Khakass Scientific Research Institute of'
Language, Literature and History in conjunction with Moscow State
University. The site is located on the border between steppe and
taiga, and the project was designed to ascertain the economic,,
cultural and ethnic differences between the inhabitants of the two
zones; also to elucidate the ethnogenesis of .the Khakas in the 6th
to 10th centuries A.D. (A detailed report, abundantly illustrated,
will be found in SA 24:197-256.)

About 140 km. southwest of Abakan in the same oblast, five
burials of the early Eneolithic Afanasievo culture wore excavated
by A. N. Lipskii in the Teia River valley (a left-bank toributary of
the Abakan River). The significance of this find lies primarily in
the fact that it extends the known area of distribution of this
culture, which was formerly thought not to exist west of the Yenisei
River proper. (KSIIK 54:89-98).

In Kemerovo oblast, small-scale excavatioks were carried out
during both years of MaiaIkvaa gorodishche near Stalinsk by U. E.
Erdniev, with control work by V. N. Chernetsov and V. I. Moshinskaia.
Occupation of the site extended from the Neolithic to the Iron Age,
being most intensive during the earlier periods. (Very little is
known of the Neolithic of this part of Siberia, and any new data is
hence important.) (KSIIMK 44:149; 52:145)o

WESTERN SIBERIA

The West Siberian Expedition of 1950 under the direction of
V. N. Chernetsov worked in Sverdlovsk, Omsk and Tiumen' oblasts.
Sites were investigated along the reeke Sverdlovsk-Kamyshlov-Tiumen0-
Tobol'sk. At Andreev Lake just east of Tiumena, the locations of
previous excavations by Slovtsov, Dmitriev and Rossomakhin were
examined, with resulting important changes in the chronology of the
sites in this area. The First Andreev site was established as the
oldest. This contains an apparently pre-ceramic lamellar-flake
culture which is very archaic looking and has no parallels in west-
ern Siberia or in the Urals (except for some undocumented material).
It is tentatively assigned to the 4th milleniua B.C. (Soe MIA 35:
25-28). Excavations were continued at the Bronze Age sacrificial
site of Suzgun II near Tobollsk. (See MIA 35:49-51 for information
on this important site whose culture is transitional between steppe
and northern forest, and may explain the spread of Andronovo traits
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north beyond the Arctic Circle.) In the vicinity of Omok, reconnaise
sance revealed a number of new sites belonging mainly to the 2nd
millenium B.C. Of special interest is the early Bronze Age site of
Bollshoi Log and another along Berezovyi Lane in Omak. (KSIIMK 44:148).

During the 1951 expedition, V. N. Chernetsov and V. I. Moshinskaia
examined Potchevash gorodishche at Tobollsk, establishing the presence
of two levels of different age. The lower is Late Bronze Age 10th-
8th centuries B.C.) with Suzgun II affinities. It is overlain by an
Iron Age- gorodishche of the last half of the lt millenium B.C., the
type site of the Potchevash culture. The existence of the latter came
to an end around the beginning of the Christian era, while the adjoin-
ing kurgan cemetery remained in use somewhat longer. As a result of
these stratigraphic tests, it was possible to work up the body of
material surviving from various lt~h-century digs on the site and to
define the Potchevash culture, which reflects the life of the early
Iron Age on the southern edge of the Irtysh taiga. This culture was
related to the Ustl-Polui culture of the lower Ob, and is roughly con-
temporary; it is regarded as the source of the steppe elements evident
in the latter. (See MIA 35:189-220).

The principal work of the expedition was concentrated on the
excavation of Andriushin gorodishche on the south shore of Andreev
Lake. This proved to belong to the Potchevash culture. Affinities
were-noted with the Anan'ino culture (the early Iron Age forest culture
of the western slope of the Urals)0 (Preliminary report in KSIIMK 51:
93-98).

-Two new sites were discovered at Andreev Lake containing a fully-
developed Neolithic complex: Kozlov Pereima and "VIII Point." These
seem younger than the First Andreev site. The pottery shows close
analogies with the early Ural sites of Strelka and Borovoe Lake I;
there are also striking similarities with the Kel'teminar culture of
the Aral Sea region. The new sites can possibly be dated around the
middle of the 3rd millenium B.C. (MIA 35:26-31; plate IX shows pot-
sherds).

TRANS-URAL REGION

The South Ural Archaeological Expedition, organized by the Ural
State University and the Cheliabinsk and Magnitogorsk Regional Museu,'
worked in 1950 under the direction of K. V. Sallnikov in the southern
part of Cheliabinsk oblast between Magnitogorsk and Troitsk, an area
previously completely unstudied0 Three sections carried out reconnais-
sance, locating 105 sites0 Seventy-one of these wore kurgan groups
(containing around 500 kurgans altogether); 20 were habitation sites
(2 Neolithic, 1 Abashevsk culture, 15 Andronovo culture, 2 undeter-
mined). The rest included stone workshops, copper mines, menhirs,
cemeteries, and two possibly Palaeolithic caves. A fourth section of
the expedition continued the excavation of the Malo-Kizyl village site
about 15 km. north of Magnitogorsk, begun in 1948-1949. An area of
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302 sq. meters was uncovered, including a semi-subterranean dwelling.
The site represents either a Ural variant of the Abashevsk cultures
or a separate culture closely related to the latter. (Abashevsk is
the Bronze Age culture of the southern Ural forest zone, contemporary
with Andronovo.) (KSIIMK 45:48-61; Aves considerable data on the
village site.)

Extensive field work was carried out in Cheliabinsk oblast in
1951. A group under K. V. Sallnikov engaged in reconnaissance and
excavations in Burinsk raion (between Cheliabinsk and Sverdlovsk).
At Malaia Kazakhbaevaia village, 170 sq. meters were uncovered on a
gorodishche which wore judged to date from the Sarmatian ptriod,
including remains of a rectangular dwelling covering 80 sq. meters,
with earthen walls. One kurgan in an adjoining group was opened,
and proved to be Bronze Age, with two later intrusive burials (2nd-
4th centuries A.D., an& xedie-v.*). A number of other Sarmatipn-
period sites were examined: Bol e -azakhbaev gorodishche,
Kazakhbaevsk settlement, and settlements I and II near Sigriana
city on the Sinara River. (The upper level at settlement I dates
from the Bulgur period.)

N. P. Kiparisova directed a reconnaissance along the banks of
the Uvel'ka River (south of Cheliabinsk) covering 320 kb. Fifty-
nine new sites were discovered, comprising 31 single kurgans, 16
kurgan groups (totaling 154 kurgans), menhirs, ancient ore workings,
Neolithic and Bronze Age settlements, remains of fortifications, and
old Kazakh cemeteries. Two kurgans were opened at different points.
On the shore of Lake Elovoe (outskirts of Chebarkul' city, near
Miass) a Neolithic site was discovered. Test digging showed that the
pottery is very similar to that from Neolithic sites of the Shigir
culture; its characteristics indicate a date around the end of the
3,rd nad beginning of the 2nd millenium B.C. Sites of this type have
not been found before south of Sverdlovsk oblast. (See KSIIMK 59:
54-60 for a preliminary report on the Chebarkul9 site.)

v. P. Biriukor investigated the Miass River valley from Turgoiak
Lake to- the city of Cheliabinsk, examining 20 kurgan groups (totaling
1X8 kurgians) as well as gorodishche and settlements apparently of the
Andronovo period.

Investigations in the raion of Verkhne-Urallsk and Agapovka
(north and south of Magnitogorsk, respectively) were directed by
V. I. Fomina. Preliminary excavations on the Verkhne'-Spasskoe set-
tlement (at Spasskii, south of Verkhne1-Ural°ok) uncovered 64 sq.
meters. This site differs from the usual Andronovo culture ones in
the nature of the finds, pottery, dwellings, etc. It seems to repre-
sent a new archaeological culture whose dating and affinities are
uncertain, pending further investigation. Two kurgans were opened at
the second Malo-Kizyl cemetery: No. 1 belongs to the Bronze Age, the
other (No. 9) to the Iron Age. The burial practices and contents of
kurgan No. 1 indicates that it is located on the frontier between the
Andronovo and Srubno-khvalynsk cultures. Kurgan No. 9 can be assigned
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to the Sarmation or Suslovak culture (2nd century B.C. - 2nd century
A.D.). Fomina also supervised a reconnaissance of the banks of the
Bol'shoi and Malyi Kizyl Rivers (southwest and northwest of Magnitogornk,
respectively), which cove-red 200 km. in search of sites of the
Abashevsk culture. Fifteen kurgan groups (101 kurgans) and two settle-
ments were located, nearly all of them hitherto unknown. The settle-
ments-Seitkulovskoe and Shikulovskoe--belong to the same new culture
revealed at Verkhne-Spanskoe. (Note: Shikulovskoe is elsewhere ren-
dered Ishkulovskoe; one or the other is an evident typographical error.)

(The 1951 work in Cheliabinsk oblast is reported in KSIINK 52:139-
141.)

In Sverdlovsk oblast, E. M. Bers carried out excavations in 1950-
1951 on the Makushinskoe settlement at Melkii Lake (upper Iset' River,
northwest of the city of Sverdlovsk) The lower level, assigned to
the Neolithic on the basis of pottery and stone artifacts, contained
an oval pit house. Superimposed on the latter was a rectangular struc-
ture of the Anan'ino culture (6th-4th centuries B.C.). In this upper
level were iron, bronze and silver artifacts and evidence of metal-
working. Work on another settlement (Palkinskoe, in Sverdlovsk city)
was completed in 1950. Here two hexagonal above-ground timber dwellings
were revealed, 80 sq. meters in area with rammed clay floors, and
adjoining workshop structures. The material is comparable to the
Rodanovo culture of the western slope of the Urals, and is dated to the
lOth-14th centuries A.D. Reconnaissance on a variety of other sites
was also carried out in both years (sacrificial spots, remains of
metallurgy, etc.), (KSIIMK 44:147-148; 52:140).

V. M. Raushenbakh investigated Neolithic and Bronze Age sites in
1951 along the IsetO River and the western shore of Isetskoe Lake near
Sverdlovsk. A settlement of the end of the 2nd millenium B.C. (begin-
ning of the Abashevsk period) was examined at 1'Pashnia Komarova," and
a stratified site at Shanaikha on the lake shore. The lower level
here is Neolithic (end of 3rd-beginning of 2nd millenium B.C.) and the
upper, Bronze Age (end of 2nd millenium B.C.). Another site of the
latter period was studied on Razboinich' Island in First Karas Lake.
(KSIIMK 52:140).

KAZAKESTAN

Information is available only for the 1950 season.

An archaeological expedition from Saratov University and the
Saratov Provincial Museum directed by I. V. Sinitsyn continued excava-
tions and reconnaissance of previous years along the Uzen River (a
western tributary of the Ural River) in West Kazakhstan oblast.
Principal object of excavations was the untouched kurgan cemetery of
Kara-Oba (6 km0 northeast of Novaia Kazanka), containing some forty
mounds of two types: Scytho-Sarmatian, and burials from the period
of the Golden Horde (13th-14th centuries AoDo). Nine kurgans of the
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former type were opened, and four of the latter. The Scytho-
Sarmatian burial& represent a protracted period of time estimated to
range from the 3rd century B.Co to the 8th century A.D. Further
reconnaissance on dune settlements discovered in previous years
along lake shores in this area makes it possible to sketch the main
outlines of local prehistory, and to demonstrate the counity of
culture between the northern Caspian region, the southwestern Urals,
and the lands around the Aral Sea. The oldest sites have a micro-
lithic flint industry and comb-marked pottery. Analogous microliths
are found from the Urals to the Aral Sea, displaying striking simil-
arities over so vast an area. Such sites seem to be ascribed to the
3rd millenium B.C. at the latest. The Bronze Age is represented by
Andronovo sites-burials and sacrificial places as well as a settle-
ment. Close affinities are manifested with comparable sites to the
north and northeast. (KSIIIK 45:62-73. A fuller report covering
the entire project, 1948-1950, will be found in Trudy, Institut
Istorii, Arkheoljoii i Etnografii, Akademiia Nauk Kazakhskoi SSR,
vol. 1:87-139).

The East Kazakhstan Expedition, organized by the Leningrad
Section of the Institute of the History of Material Culture (LOIIMK)
in conjunction with the Institute of History, Archaeology and Ethno-
graphy of the Academy of Sciences of the Kazakh SSR (Akademiia Nauk
Kazakhakoi SSR), again took the field under the directiol of S. S.
Chernikov. Its mission was to investigate the valley of the upper
Irtysh River from the mouth of the Bukhtarua River to Lake Zaisany
with detailed reconnaissance of individual sections and testing of
the moot interesting sites of different periods, from the Palaeoli-
thic to Turkish times. Three sites are assigned by Chernikov to a
late stage of the Upper Palaeolithic: Peshchera (which contained
Bison priscus and cave lion-as well as a possible fragment of mammoth
or rhinoceros); Novo-Nikolakoe, and lanai. In the case of the latter
two, the original sites had been destroyed and the artifacts redepos-
ited. Chernikov sees the closest affinities, both in typology and in
the nature of the complex as a whole, in the Srostki site (Altai
region) and at Afontova Gora and Biriusa on the Yenisei River.
(Movius finds closer kinships for the specimens illustrated, in the
Mesolithic of Mongolia and western Turkmenistan. See Actes du IV
Congres International du Quaternaire, 1953). Neolithic remains were
found at seven points, but nowhere in abundance, or in undisturbed
strata., The stone industry is microlithic, with a strange absence
of arrowpoints. Pottery is scarce, and so fragmentary that identi-
fication is difficult. Some of the wares recall Andronovo. This
Neolithic material differs in many details from that found in Central
and West Kzakhstan, and is considered to represent a local variant
of a widespread basic tradition. Excavation of the late Andronovo
settlement at Malo-Krasnoiarka (begun in 1947) was resumed, and a
similar site discovered further up the Irtysh at Kanai., Over twenty
kurgans of the early nomadic peoples were excavated at viarious points.
A few burials of the Turkish period were also investigated.
(1SIIMK 48:81-92).
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Surface finds of stone tools of Palaeolithic types were made
during this period in central Kazakhstan at three places: on the
Kurtuozek River (Pavlodar oblast), the Karasu River near Lake Karasor
(Akmolinak oblast), and the Olenty River (northern tip of Karaganda
oblast). The finds are regarded as analogous to Chernikov's material
from East Kazakhstan noted above. (Brief report with illustrations
in Vestnik, Akademiia Nauk Kazakhakoi SSR, vol. 10, No. 2:97-101).

KHOREZM AREA

The Khorezm Archaeological-Ethnographi~c Expedition of the Insti-
tute of Ethnography, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. (in con~unc-
tion with the Faculty of History, Moscow State University) continued
its large-scale field work under the leadership of S. P. Tolstoy in
the territory of ancient Khorezm (south of the Aral Sea).

The 1950 field season required the services of a scientific and
technical staff of 52 persons, in addition to around 100 laborers.
Excavation of the palace at the 3rd century A.D. gorodishche of Toprak-
kala (about 40 km. northeast of Urgench) was completed this year,
having been the main project of the expedition since 1945. In addi-
tion, two extensive reconnaissances were carried out: one across the
Ustiurt Plateau from the Ural River to Khorezm along the early medieval
caravan route, locating a number of ruined caravansarais and other
structures of this period, plus an investigation of Saraichik gorodish-
che on the lower Ural River. The latter had previously been considered
a Mongol town, but the lower level was found to be a Khorezm colony
that had been established in the 11th (possibly 10th) century A.W.
This discovery extends the Khorezm sphere of influence in the early
Middle Ages almost to the Volga. Remains of what is evidently a late
variant of the Neolithic Kellteminar culture of Ihoresm were found on
the Emba River and again 100 km. to the south. The second reconnais-
sance was directly across the desert from Nakus on the Amu Dar'ia River
to Klrasnovodsk on the Caspian. Many sites of the classical and medie-
val periods (4th century B.C. and later) were located, examined and
tested. (A well-illustrated preliminary report on the 1950 field work
will be found in SA 18:301-325.)

(Note: for an outline of the cultural stages and historical
periods of the Khorezm area, in English, with a convenient tabular
chart, see Henry Field in Arc Islam!ica 13/14:139-148. The essential
data also appear in American Journal of Archaeology 48:208-210.)

Archaeological work in 1951 was carried out in three regions. 1)
In the Turkmen SSR, a reconnaissance of the ancient channel of the
former Uzboi River; 2) excavations at Koi-Krylgan-kala, an early
classical site of the 4th-3rd centuries B.C. in the southwestern Kyzyl-
lum desert (Kara Kalpak ASSR); 3) excavation of two classicpl sites
dating around the beginning of the Christian era at Dzhety-Lsar in the
northeastern Kyzyl-Kum desert (Kzyl-Qrda oblast, Kazakh SSR).
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The reconnaissance covered over 2500 km. from Krasnovodsk to
the Amu Darlia. Two hundred thirty sites associated with the Uzboi
were located, with test excavations at four and surface collections
from the rest. Asa result, it is now possible to outline in general
terms the story of human utilization of the Uzboi0vlley. The most
abundant'finds were from the peolithic and Bronze Age; virtually
every favorable location contains a site -of these periods. No Palae-
olithic or Mesolithic remains were'discovered. Study of material
from the 115 Neoli.thic sites makes it possible to define an Upper
Uzboi- and a Lower Uzboi Neolithic culture. The former is closely
linked with the I~e19temigzar and other Noolithic cultures of Khorezm,
and with related cultural manifestations in West Xtaakhstan and on
the western slope.of the Urals. The Lower Utboi culture is believed
to have a southern or southeastern origin. The Bronze Age finds can
be assigned to the Tazabag°iab culture of Khorezm, which is a variant
of the Andronovo culture of Kazakhstan and Siberia, according to
Tolstov. The dense pattern of settlement along the Uzboi banks at
this period shown convincingly that water flowed along the riverbed
until the begizntnng of the lst millenium B.C. With the dawn of the
classical periods the picture changes abruptly.. There are no clasi-
cal sites associated with the Uzboi which reflect a sedentary farei-
ing population. The rare finds from this period consist of the crude
pottery of nomadic' tribes and arrowpoints of Scythian type. There
can be little doubt that it was just at the beginning of classical
times that water ceased to flow down the Uzboi. It remained a dead
river for almost 3000 years. The change is thought to be connected
with the development of the large irrigation systems in Khorezm,
which utilized the surplus Amu-Darlia water formerly drained off
down the Uzboi channel into the Caspian. Except for camps of nomadic
tribes, the area was abandoned until the development of caravan
routes in the 9th-lOth centuries A.D. At this time a chain of large
fortified caravansarais of stone or fired brick was constructed along
the upper and middle Uzboi, built on a uniform circular plan with
elaborate provisions for water supply.

The Early Kangiu period fortress of Koi-Krylgan-kala, 32 km.
northeast of Turtkul°, became the major object of a program of large-
scale excavations to continue in succeeding years. An early discov-
ery was the oldest Khorezm inscription yet found (4th-'3rd centuries
B.C.), in letters of Aramaic type.

Excavations begun in 1948-1949 were resumed on the complex of
sites at Dzhetty-Asar, about 60 km. southwest of Dzhusaly on the Syr
Darlia River. Activity centered mainly on large dwelling complexes
in the gorodishche of Altyn-Anar and Dzhety-Asar No. 9. At the
former, some 1400 sq. meters were uncovered, comprising nineteen
apartments. Great cultural stability over a period of a thousand
years is manifested in this area. The original Dzhety-Asar culture
is ascribed to Tocharian tribes who apparently came under Hunnish
influence in the 3rd-4th centuries A.D. and betame one of the compon-
ent elements in the Ephthalites (White Huns).
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(1951 work of the Khorezm Expedition is summarized in SA 17:298-
300; an illustrated preliminary report appears in SA 19:239-262.)

PAMIR-FERGANA AREA

The Pamir-Fergana Expedition of 1951 worked in and around the
Fergana valley (the upper course of the Syr Dar'ia, southeast of
Tashkent), where the territories of three Soviet republics overlap.
The section directed by A. N. Bernshtam carried out a reconnaissance
in southern Fergana, excavated a ruined fortress of the lt millenium
A.D. 10 km. from Fergana city, and kurgan cemeteries of the first cen-
turies A.D. containing catacomb and other burials of unusual type for
this region. Bernshtam ascribes a Hunnish origin to the latter, but
this view is challenged by S. S. Sorokin in a detailed study of one
of the sites (Bor-Korbaz in the Sokh River valley, south of Kokand).
According to Sorokin (SA 20:131-147), the contents of the graves,
especially the pottery, find full analogies in all the known sites of
this period in Fergana; there is also close similarity with contempor-
ary sites in the Tashkent region. These pottery wares are' related to
Kushan pottery in general, but are thought to have developed from an
ancient local base having close ties to the ceramics of the Usun' and
Sarmatian-Alan tribes.

The second section of the expedition, under M. E. Voronets,
engaged in a study of a special type of site of the lt millenium A.D.
known locally by the term Mng-khona (House of the Magi). The third
(Kirgiz) section, under A. Kidyrov, studied sites of the earliest
farming population (2nd-lst millenium B.C.) in the Chatkal River valley,
north of Fergana, and also excavated nomad kurgans of the lot millenium
A.D.

(Very inadequate notices of the 1951 work in this area appear in
SA 17:301 and SE 1952-2:177. Results of the expedition prior to 1950
will be found in MIA 26.)

TADZHIKISTAN

The Sogdian-Tadzhik Archaeological Expedition continued full-
scale operations during this period under the direction of A. IU.
IAkubovskii. It was jointly sponsored by the Institute of the History
of Material Culture of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., the
State Hermitage Museum in Leningrad (Gosudarstvennyi Ermitazh), and
the Institute of History, Language and Literature of the Tadzhik Filial
of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. (later the Institute of
History, Archaeology and Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences of the
Tadzhik SSR). The remains studied were all Iron Age or later.

The major project continued to be the ruins of the 7th-8th cen-
tury A.D. city of Piandzhikent (near modern Peadzhikent, east of
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Samarkand), one of the important centers of ancient Sogdia. Work
had been in progress here since 1947. Piandzhikeat is regarded as
an ideal site for such large-scale excavations, since it is an
abandoned city, well-preserved, and not subjected to subsequent
human damage. The wall paintings discovered here are especially
noteworthy.

During 1950-1951, excavations were completed in the necropolis
and continued on the temple and several dwelling complexes. Removal
of paintings continued, and architectural surveys and studies were
carried out. Investigation of the city's defensive works was initi-
ated. It is concluded that all residential structures uncovered
within the city belonged to the upper class (landed nobility, priest-
hood, and probably merchants). The peasantry seem to have lived
outside the city walls in dwelling complexes of a different type.
Abundant examples of the art of pre-Arab Sogdia were recovered:
statuettes of humans and animals, remains of monumental sculptures,
and magnificent paintings depicting religious and secular scenes.
Many aspects of the life and culture of the society in the period of
its efflorescence are reflected in the realistic paintings, including
the ethnic composition of the population (three types are identified)
and much of its material culture. A protracted local artistic tradi-
tion is indicated by stylistic variations.

(Detailed information on Piandzhikent will be found in MIA 37.
See pp. 11-16 for an excellent brief summary of work and findings,
1947-1951; 45-58 for a detailed report on 1950 excavations on temple
structures; 59-63 for excavation of a dwelling in the residential
section in 1950; 64-98 for 1948-1950 excavations in the necropolis;
99-132 for a discussion of architecture; 133-145 for pottery; 157-
167 for a study of crania from the burials. Preservation and conserv-
ation of the wall paintings are discussed on 146-156. A fuller report
on the 1951 season appears in SA 18:326-341.)

Another section of the expedition under 0. I. Smirnova expanded
its reconnaissance of the medieval province of Usrushan, the terri-
tory north of the Turkestan Range between Dzhlzak on the northwest
and Leninabad on the northeast, an area almost completely unknown
archaeologically. Usruahan served as the connecting link between
Sogdia and Fergana; it also lay on the caravan route from the Middle
East to China. The presence of ancient cities in this area is known
from historical sources, but virtually nothing of its population,
culture and history0 Except for a brief investigation in 1943-1944,
archaeological study of the area began with the expedition's work in
1949. Usrushan has been found to be one of the major cultural centers
of medieval central Asia. In 1950, 23 sites (gorodishche, tepe, set-
tlements) were investigated in the region from Shakhristan to
Proletarsk. (These sites are described and illustrated in MIA 37:
189-230.)

The Kafirnigan section under M. M. D9iakonov workedin the
extreme southwestern corner of Tadzhikistan in 1950-1951. (The
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Kafirnigan is the river on which Stalinabad, the Tadzhik SSR capital,
is located.) This area, lying south of the Ginsar range and went of
the Pamirs, formed the northeastern portion of ancient Bactria, later
Tocharistan. It was unknown archaeologically until a reconnaissance
in 1946-1947 and a single excavation in 1948. Major work was initiated
in 1950 by the present expedition. The remainder of northern Bactria,
which lies in the territory of Uzbekistan, has been under study since
1926. Although the region was a backwater in the Middle Ages, in
ancient times it was rich and populous. Southern Bactria, lying in
Afghanistan, has been studied by French archaeologists since 1922.

Dgiakonov° group completed the reconnaissance of Kobadian oasis
(the 16wer course of the Kafirnigan), investigating some 30 sites here
and on the Amu Darlia just to the east. Excavations were carried out
on the gorodishche of Kei-Kobad-shakh (3rd century B.C. to 4th century
A.DO) in 1950, and on the important site of Kalai-Mir during both sea-
sons. These digs should establish the stratigraphy for the ancient
settlements of Bactria. The' earliest level at ialai-Mir (Kobadian I)
dates from the period of th4 original creation of the local irrigation
system (7th-5th centuries B.C.); its material culture has much in com-
mon with the oldest levels at Merv and Sanarkand. The site was occupied
until the 20th century.

(Reconnaissance and excavations in the lower Kafirnigan valley
during 1950-1951 are descri4ed in MIA 37:253-293; further details on
Kalai-Mir are given on pp. 294-301. Early irrigation culture in this
area is discussed in SA 19:i121-140.)

TUMENISTAN

Operations of the South Turkmenistan Archaeological Joint Expedi-
tion (IUTAKE) continued under the leadership of M. E. Masson. In 1950
a comprehensive study wad made of all the gorodighche in Merv oasis.
A report on the remains of the Parthian period (3rd tentury B.C. to
3rd century A.Do) will be found in VDI 1951-4.89-101 The late
Parthian stronghold of Chil~burdzh, 40 km. northwest of Old Merv, is
described by G. A. Pagacheukova in VDI 1952-2:222-225. In Old Merv
itself, the most unusual sttrcture discovered was a Buddhist temple,
probably constructed by the Mongol rulers around 1250 and destroyed
about 1295. Architecturally, it is unique in Russian Turkestan, being
a blend of Far Eastern and Central Asiatic elements. (Described in
KSIHIM 54:140-146).

Excavations by B. A. Litvinskii (begun the previous year) were
concluded on the important Bronze Age settlement of Namazgatepe, 7 km.
west of Kaakhka (southeast of Ashkhabad). The upper half of the depo-
sit corresponds on the whole to the culture of Anau III, and is tenta-
tively dated from the middle of the 3rd millenium B.CO to the first
half of the 2nd millenium. Lower levels may represent a transitional
stage from Anau II to Anau III. Very detailed information was obtained
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on the sequence and development of Bronze Age pottery types in this
part of central Asia. (An excellent preliminary report, well illus-
trated, is available in SE 1952-4:30-52. Pumpellygs work at Anau is
severely criticized.)

Six of the nine sections of the 1951 expedition were occupied
with Parthian remains. Large-scale excavations were carried out on
the site of Staraia Nina near Ashkhabad, a peculiar palace-temple
complex associated with the burial place of the first Parthian kings,
and covering 14 hectares. Testing showed that the area had been more
thickly covered with structures, of more complex arrangement, than
previously supposed. About a third of a round hall 17 meters in dia-
meter was uncovered in the southern section, dating from the second
half of the. 3rd century B.C. Main attention was directed toward the
northern architectural complex, where a large structure (3500 sq.
meters) dated about 200 B.C. was studied. Several periods of con-
struction were revealed. (VDI 1953-1:143-160).

Continued study of sites in Merv oasis made it possible to work
out the historical sequence of settlement patterns from the middle
of the first millenium A.D. Rural settlements of the 5th to 7th
centuries A.D. are generally characterized by a large fortified
homestead on the side facing the 4esert, from which short streets
radiate in a semicircle. Following the Arab conquest in the 8th
century, rural settlements wither and die out. In the 9th and 10th
centuries, they reappear in new locations and with an entirely dif-
ferent plan. The territorial growth of cities in the 11th and 12th
centuries results in a reduction in the number of rural settlements,
and impoverishment of the surviving ones. Few remain by the begin-
ning of the 13th century.

Sufficient data have now been accumulated to work out the
architectural history of southern Turkmenistan from the Parthian
period to the 19th century0

(SA 17:301; VDI 1953-1:143-160).

UZBEKI STAN

Investigations begun in 1949 were continued in 1950-1951 on
Varakhsha gorodishche near Bukhara by a section of the ULzbek-
Zarafshan Archaeological Expedition of the Institute of history and
Archaeology, Academy of Sciences of the Uzbek SSR, under the direc-
tion of V. A. Shishkin, (Other sections of the expedition worked in
several other regions of Uzbekistan.) Excavation centered mainly on
the palace and citadel. Wall paintings discovered are particularly
noteworthy. The city is dated around the beginning of the Christian
era, and was still thriving in the 10th century, having undergone
many changes and periods of rebuilding0 Underlying it is a still
earlier settlement not yet investigated. Study of sites in the vicin-
ity has given added information on the history of Bukhara oasis and its
irrigation system0 (For an illustrated preliminary report, see SA 23:
101-130.)
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